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CRACKER BARREL SESSION
HOW many people square dance? How many are squares dancers? \VII!, do
people square dance? Why do they stop square dancing? Do dancers want to
have fun? Do they want to be challenged? What is national concept of square
dancing held by non-dancers?
These questions are but a few of the many unknown aspects of the square
dance movement that need investigation. You and I know that square dancing
is fun, wonderful, and good. But often it is difficult for a dancer to convey
enthusiasm about his hobby to people not familiar with it. The square dance
movement needs a few facts and figures so that a better selling job can be
done.
Research in the field of recreation in general and square dancing in particular
is limited. A few studies of the history of square dancing have been done, most
of which are simply poor examples of plagiarism. Limited surveys to determine
the number of square dancers in this country have been of little or no value.
An axiom often quoted by statisticians — "figures can't lie but liars can
figure" — might well apply to many research projects in the square dance field.
For example, it probably would not be too difficult to correlate the yearly
increase or decrease of the square dance population in Montana with the number of cowboy boots sold annually in the United States. The results of such a
study could be manipulated to favor the group making the study but might
not be true.
Research, which is badly needed in the square dance field, must be done on
a scientific basis so that it will be worthwhile and valid. Research that is biased
or prejudiced is of little or no use. A study slanted to prove a preconceived
idea has no scientific merit. With a little intelligent research it might be possible
to solve some of our problems and improve square dancing as a worthwhile
social recreation activity.

Pico°
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WHAT'S HAPPENING TO ALL OF OUR
SQUARE DANCERS
By Johnny Schultz, Phoenix, Arizona
I have read articles of this sort time
and again. Some of the writers have
had good ideas on how to correct the
situation, such as more lessons, concentrated workshops, instructor training, and the like. But have they ever
looked at themselves and said, "Maybe I am helping to run off these
dancers?"
Some of the writers of such articles
who are so-called "big name callers"
ire some of the first and worst "runner offers," or should I say best "runner offers." That's a big statement to
make, but let me explain.
We had very few big name callers
back in 1950, '51, and '52. We had lots
of dancers back then, too, who enjoyed dancing once or twice a week. Our
clubs were big and we had lots of
fun. Then came the planned workshops and clinics directed by some of
our out-standing callers. (H ere's
where it starts.)
The few folks who took to square
dancing as a 100% recreation (approximately 10%, which is a conservative
guess — I refer to them as the 10%
bugs) started going to the workshops
to learn more about this wonderful
recreation. These folks didn't mind
working at it all night because they
really loved the challenge.
The callers that participated and
the ones that organized these workshops and clinics are the ones that
started all this confusion. (Another
bold statement). As in any other enterprise, one must have something
more attractive to attract more people. So came bigger clinics and workshops and callers that had to have
XV-145

something new to present. So came
Square Thru with all its confusing
variations, Lines Divide, Lines Retreat, Quarter In, Quarter Out, Eight
Chain Thru, etc. Each caller was trying to use combinations of all of these
and more just to have something new
to present.
Take all of these clinics and fill
them to their capacities and I still
doubt whether it would represent 10%
of our square dancer population even
today.
So what happens when these 10%
bugs return home? (This is where the
big run-offs gain momentum). The
bugs bring back workshop notes to
their local callers, who are naturally
a little egotistical or they wouldn't be
callers. (God bless them!) So they
start learning all the new fundamentals and calls that were taught at the
clinics and all the dancers naturally
say they are eager to learn. So begin
the workshops at home. Now our
home callers and instructors don't
like it to be said that they cannot
keep up with the rest so they start
calling all the new material. As time
goes on, and at the insistance of the
10% bugs, all this becomes standard
dance material.
All this has not been work, but fun
for the 10% bugs. But the 90% soon
find that it is becoming work for them
to keep up and that the real fun that
they have found in square dancing is
gone. So being only humans that don't
like to admit it's confusing to them,
they start staying home and finding
excuses like sickness and 1000 other
legitimate sounding excuses for not
continuing their dancing.
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Some clubs have taken polls to try
and find what has happened to these
dancers. All they get are these 1000
excuses. So naturally they don't blame
the excessive progression of t h e
dance. So just the 10% bugs are still
there to eat up all the confusion, still
not realizing that they not only helped run off the 90% but that they have
made all these folks potential enemies
of square dancing.
All of these folks that are staying
home now can truthfully tell their
friends, "It's not fun anymore, just a
lot of confusing work."
We are losing a lot of potential new
dancers this way. Even those who
will come out and take lessons have
loads of fun until all the new fundamentals start to become confusing to
them. Then the work that has to be
endured along with the fun soon has
90% staying home and the 10% bugs
staying on.
We callers soon find ourselves
catering to the 10% bugs who stay on
with us. Now I say, how can any sport
or enterprise succeed if it lets that
small a percentage dictate its policies.
For years bowling (for instance), a
wonderful sport, has consisted of
throwing one ball down one alley trying to knock down ten pins — right?
It hasn't changed a bit. In fact, it is
growing by leaps and bounds.
Now what would- happen to new
bowlers if the few experts who find
it lots of fun to place an obstacle in
their alleys to try and bowl around
could dictate the policies of this sport
and have these obstacles placed in
every alley in the country so that the
experts could enjoy themselves whereever they went? New bowlers
wouldn't have a chance, would they?
No matter if they had the best instructors in the world, they would
stay home rather than to try to master
such a thing.
6

That is exactly what has been happening to square dancing, only worse.
Each year new obstacles are presented to our square dancing so that only
the 10% bugs can half way enjoy it.
Believe me, as I get around and talk
to lots of people, even some of the
bugs are getting sick of the whole
thing.
Now I am just a little guy that likes
to have fun dancing and I don't claim
to have immediate cures for all of our
square dancing ills. But I will say one
thing with all sincerity, if all of our
callers and dancers, especially callers,
would throw a lot of these confusing
obstacles out of their repertoire and
concentrate more on their personality
and delivery, both calling and dancing, I think most of our ills would heal
by themselves.
I know I, also, am guilty of some
of these things. But by golly, I am
going to try and do something about
it.
I know I have made a lot of friends
in my square dance time (13 years)
that have written to me from all over
the world referring to a number of
my dances as their favorites. I hope
to keep all of these friendships, and
have many more in the future. So
please don't take this article as a
personal slug at anyone. I'm just writing it as I see it.
Whether caller or dancer, I would
like to hear from you by post card
expressing your views of the article.
The statistics we get from your
answers could mean a lot toward preserving our wonderful recreation.
Editor's Note: Mail your comments
direct to Johnny Schultz, 1401 N. 7th
Street, Phoenix, Arizona. Comments
and statistics will be printed in a
future issue of American Squares.
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by Bart Haigh,
Kew Gardens, N. Y.

tures of square dancers a few years
ago. Elisha Keeler, square dance caller, was featured in the "profiles" section of the "New Yorker" magazine
for two consecutive months a couple
of years ago. This article was written
by Pulitzer Prize winner Robert Lewis
Taylor.

Square dancing was given a good
plug in the November, 1959 issue of
"Ladies' Home Journal." The article
was titled "Active versus Passive
Exercise" and it was written by Dawn
Crowell Norman.

If authors such as these and magazines such as these can be encouraged
to publicize square dancing, the
nation's health and recreation in general and square dancing in particular
will benefit.

SQUARE DANCE
PUBLICITY

The three main types of active exercise advocated by Miss Norman were
walking, bicycling, and dancing.
The first part of the dance section
read as follows: "Square dancing is
the favorite with our authorities because it is a lively, vigorous dance
that calls most of the body's muscles
into play. But whatever your preference, from rhythmic waltz to cha-cha,
results will show up in straighter
backs, increased flexibility, firmer
thighs, and grace of movement acquired through new powers of coordination and balance . . ."
A few lines such as these in national publications read by millions of
people does square dancing a lot of
good. Square dancers could help to
promote their hobby by writing to
authors like Miss Norman and thanking them for the free plug.
If square dancing is endorsed as a
worthwhile social recreation activity
by mass media such as "Ladies' Home
Journal," more people will become interested in square dancing. An article
such as this does more to promote
square dancing on a national basis
than pages and pages about publicity
in professional square dance publications.
Other popular mass circulation
publications have also plugged square
dancing in the past. "Sports Illustrated" had a short article and picXV-147

* *
Square dancing and square dance
personalities are publicized on a
national level by mass circulation
publications. Publicity within the
movement is a function of specialized
square dance publications. In the
middle of these two extremes are
dance publications that cover the entire field of dance, including tap,
social, folk, square, contra, round,
modern dance, ballet, and the like.
"Dance Magazine," 231 W. 58th St.,
New York 19, N. Y., is an example of
a national dance publication. Under
the section "Press Time News" a
heading called "Folk Dance Items"
(which includes square dance items)
often appears. Many people in the
square dance movement have appeared in this column during the past
year. Those appearing on the page
included Dave Rosenberg, Walter
Bullock, Mary Ann and Michael Herman, Ralph Page, Dick C r u m,
Madelyn Green, Bart Haigh, Dick
Kraus, May Gadd, and Phil Merrill.
Many other dance personalities
have also appeared. There are many
others in the square dance field who
should be featured in "Dance Magazine." Articles in magazines such as
"Dance Magazine" help to promote
square dancing so that it will attain a
better status and recognition among
others in the field of dance.

AMERICAN SQUARES
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ROUND 'N' ROUND
By Mary and Bill Lynn, Brentwood, Mo.
For you, has February ever followed so fast on the heels of an out-ofbreath January? Just now we are in
the midst of what common-sense tells
us is a "false Spring." During routine
winter gardening we're startled to find
crocuses popping through. In the
forest of trees across from us the limbs
are still bare and stark, but there is a
definite feel that the buds are just
ready to make their appearance. The
splash of gorgeous red made by the
Cardinals stands out vividly. Early
legend, mention of which is made by
Chaucer in his "Parliament of Foules,"
has it that Febniary 14th is the mating date for the birds. We hope you
have a happy Round Dancing time
during February.
Why not make up a program of love
songs to which Rounds have been
written? This may go back quite some
time. Do you recall Darling Waltz
(Shaw) by Art Erwin of Detroit? Then
there is Sweetheart Waltz by Doc and
Winnie Alumbaugh and Lovers TwoStep (Mac Gregor). And how about
Melody of Love (Mercury) by Bill
Shymkus, Love Tango (London) by
Jeff and Dotte Peters, or a new one
from Canada, First Love (Shaw).
A tip to the gals. We find many of
the girls are pinning their badges
signifying membership in various
Round and Square Dance Clubs and
Festival and Institute ID's to over-size
straw baskets. We find this is a fine
place to carry that extra special record
that we might want to take to a dance,
as well as towels to wipe the mascu,
line brow. It is also an ideal carry-all
for the ladies shoes that she might be
especially pampering and just could
not wear out on the street.
8

Last month, if you remember, we
made four Resolutions for the New
Year. One of them was to make this
column as interesting as we can for
the new year.
In line with this last resolution, we
are beginning a series of Styling Hints
which have been submitted by various Round Dance Leaders throughout the nation. The first one comes
from two wonderful people from that
va-a-a-a-a-a-ast State of Texas, Ouida
and Earl Eberling of Houston. Ouida
and Earl Eberling, as many of you
know, have helped pioneer Round
Dancing in Texas, and thanks greatly
to their tireless efforts, Texas has reason to be proud of the extremely wellattended Round Dance Festival held
each February. This year's Eighth
Annual Festival will be on February
13th. It is to be held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Rice Hotel in Houston. Instructors for the workshop will
be: Roger and Jean Knapp of Corpus
Christi, Bertha and Manfred Holck
of Austin, Carolotta and Otto Hegemann of San Antonio and Edna and
Gene Anifield of Skokie, Illinois.
There will be an afternoon workshop
and the big dance in the evening.
Ouida and Earl Eberling are wellqualified to give styling hints. Besides
being Round Dance Instructors, they
are well-known choreographers ,having written "Tonight's the Night,"
"Whispering Mixer," and the very
popular "Star Waltz." We were most
interested and impressed with what
they have to say about "styling" and we quote: "Although certain
fundamentals in "styling" have been
generally accepted in the Round
Dance Field, we believe that true
styling is the individual "flair" given
to a specific dance by the dancers
after they have learned a routine. For
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that reason we encourage our dancers
from the start to learn these few
fundamentals to enable them to
dance routines to the fullest of their
own individual enjoyment. We stress
that they must enjoy their dancing or
we have failed as instructors. We do
not insist upon, or even encourage,
their imitating our particular styling."
Mary and I feel that Ouida and
Earl typify the Texas Dancer. They
are friendly, charming and continually gracious. We hope you go to
Texas and meet the Eberlings and
the other wonderful "H appy
Dancers" there.
A few friends are coming in tonight
for a review session on Kiss Waltz
(Old Timer and Windsor) so we must
hurry and practice before they get
here. Have fun. See you 'round.

CLASSIFIED ADS
RATES: $1.00 per line. First line may be
bold face or bold face caps. Deadline: 10th
of month preceeding publication.

Book and Magazines
BOW AND SWING, the magazine of Square
Dancing in Florida. Published ten issues a
year . . . featuring complete directory of
clubs and open dances . . official publication of callers and dancers groups . . . subscription price $2.00 per year. BOW AND
SWING, Box 891, Kissimmee, Florida.

PAT PENDING'S
THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Two left feet are commonplace
On my horse or a cow
When dancers think they have the
same
It's murder, boy, and how.

MacGREGOR RECORDS
NEW SINGING CALLS
8515-A MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC
8515-B ROLLING ALONG
Without Calls
8525-A MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC
8525-B ROLLING ALONG
With Calls by Fenton "Jones)," Jones
8535-A C.O.D.
8535-B ROCKY MOUNTAIN EXPRESS
Without Calls
8545-A C.O.D.
8545-B ROCKY MOUNTAIN EXPRESS
With Call by Bob Van Artwerp
Music by FRANK MESSINA AND THE MAVERICKS
Above numbers on 45 rpm only

MacGREGOR RECORDS
729 5. Western Ave.
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Los Angeles 5, Calif.
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PICK UP TWO AND ITS VARIATIONS
By W. Joseph Bray, Falls Church, Va.
Editor's Note: This article is the
second of a three part series about
the Square Dance movement "Pick
Up Two and Its Variations."
COLLECTIVE RABBITS

"Chase the Rabbit, Chase t h e
Squirrel" was probably one of the
first "visiting couple" dances to be
done collective. At least this one came
to us from Terry Golden (the bewhiskered one in the very checkered
suit) in the early 1950's when "urbanization" of square dancing was yet
very young. Believe me, we've never
found any group which doesn't
thoroughly enjoy doing this one.
First old couple lead out to the right
Chase that rabbit, chase that squirrel
Chase that pretty girl 'round the
world
Chase that 'possum, chase that 'coon
Chase that big boy 'round the room
Join your hands and circle four
Ladies Whirlaway with a half sashay
Keep on circling 'round that way
First Lady lead 'em on to the right
(she leads the line of four to the next
couple)
Chase that rabbit, chase that squirrel
Chase that pretty girl 'round the
world
°Now that 'possum, now that 'coon
Now that big boy 'round the room
(*As each couple in turn comes
around to the middle of the set, the
lady will pirouette (right face whirl)
while her gent takes the lead, to go
back in between the then "inactive
couple," around, the gent and back to
the center as usual)
Join hands and circle six
Whirlaway with a half sashay
Keep on circling left that way
Number one lady, it's up to you
Lead 'em to the last, go on thru
10

Chase the rabbit, chase the squirrel
Chase your pretty girl 'round the
world
°Chase that 'possum, chase that 'coon
Chase that big boy 'round the moon
Join hands and circle eight
The other way back 'til you all come
straight
Home you go and swing your own
Ken Smith in Bethesda, Maryland
does the Collective Rabbits a different way. His version is just the right
dance for sophisticated dancers who
"know how to do everything." Ken
took Terry Golden's version, added
Charlie Thomas' "Old Mill Wheel" to
it, and what he brought forth will unbend the unbendable.
(First couple out to the couple on
their right and Chase the Rabbit, etc.,
as above)
Join hands and circle left
(this is the two couples now active)
Now the other way back, circle to the
right
Number one lady it's up to you
Lead 'em to the next, lead 'em thru
"Chase the rabbit"
(same as before)
Join hands and circle six
Circle six and hear me say
Ladies whirlaway with a half sashay
°Up with the right for the old mill
wheel
Back with the left and grind the meal
Take that hand upon your shoulder
Duck right under still you hold 'er
**First old gent and your corner too
(original partner)
Arch up high, pull 'em on thru
Wring the dishrag, squeeze it tight
When you get straight circle to the
right
Number one lady they're following
you
Lead to the last, lead 'em on thru
"Chase the rabbit" etc., etc. as before
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°Old Mill Wheel—in single file, going
clockwise, place right hand on right
shoulder of person in front. Reverse
direction, single file counter-clockwise, and place left hand on left
shoulder of person in front. On call
"take that hand upon your shoulder,"
each person reaches over their own
left arm with their free right hand,
and takes the left hand of the person
behind (which is on their shoulder).
Everyone makes a sort of half right
face turn (lifting the hand that was on
their shoulder over their heads). All
are now facing out and circle eight
clockwise. The active gent here, it's
No. 1, makes an arch with his original
partner, who at this point is technically in his corner's position. All continue to hold hands joined throughout
the movement. The active gent and
lady, while turning away from each
other with a dishrag, pull all the other
dancers through under the arch. As
the last couple goes under the arch,
active couple has to finish their "dishrag" to come straight.
"This is sort of a three couple "Roll
the Barrel."
LADY 'ROUND TWO, GENT
STEP THRU (Collective)
Frank Kaltman gave us this dance
several years ago. It has been reserved for the "highest level" square
dancers only. Anybody can do it, but
the idea for these high level dancers
is to do it right. There are few dances
which move with such seeming complexity as this one. This is a good
dance for both caller and dancer
alike. In the first place, it is. difficult
to call right, and in the second place,
once the figure starts, the "active"
dancers do not stop "circling" until
the entire dance is finished. Half the
fun of it will be lost if not called
properly, that is, so that the dancers
never stop moving — at top speed.
The dance is, of course, merely the
collective version of the old "visiting
couple" dance by the same name.
XV-151

Number one couple go out to the
right
Behind that couple here's what you
do
Lady 'round two, the gent steps thru
Now gent around two, the lady steps
thru
Join hands and circle left
Ladies whirlaway with a half sashay
First lady lead that line to the next
Lady 'round two, gent steps thru
Walk on around in front of your Sue
Gent around two and the lady steps
thru
Join hands and circle six
Ladies whirlaway with a half sashay
Keep on circling same old way
Number one lady lead 'em on to the
last
Lady 'round two, gent steps thur
Go back around in front of their date
Join your hands and circle up eight
Stop right there, here's what you do
*Couples one and four go right and
left thru
While couple number two go out to
the right
Behind that couple like you always do
Lady 'round two, gent steps thru
(etc., etc.)
(from the beginning with couple No.
2 leading, etc.)
This is always the "active" couple
and the couple to their left.
The basic figure of "Pick Up Two"
has undoubtedly been done as a singing call to many tunes. Probably the
two most popular are "Hot Time in
the Old Town" and "Wabash Cannonball." Both of these dances most certainly should be in the repertoire of
every caller, and callers should use
them even with the most experienced
groups several times a year.
HOT TIME IN THE OLD
TOWN TONIGHT
Windsor No. 7115, Folkraft No. 1037,
Old Timer No. 8030.
Opener:
All join hands and circle to the left
Break that ring and swing with the
girl you love the best
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(Then you) Promenade back home
with the cutest gal in sight
"There'll be a hot time in the old town
tonight."
Figure:
The first couple right and circle for
awhile
Pick up two and circle about a mile
(Then you) Pick the last two, you
make it eight hands 'round
"There'll be a hot time in the old
town tonight."
Now you allemande left and you pass
your partner by
Allemande right the right hand lady,
and pass your partner by
Allemande left the corner, she's the
lady on your left
Then a grand old right and left go
'round the ring
When you meet your honey, boys,
you do-sa-do around
Step right up and swing her, don't
lift her off the ground
Then you promenade back home with
the cutest gal in town
"There'll be a hot time in the old
town tonight"
(Repeat figure three more times, with
the other couples leading in turn)
Closer:
All join hands and stretch away out
Rush into the center, everybody shout
(dancers all shout "Hey")
Back right out and swing with the
cutest gal in sight

There's been a hot time in the old
town tonight.
If doing the dance with the Folkraft
record, omit the Opener and Closer,
just start right out with the figure.
The Windsor version, due to its
orchestration, can also be used as a
"fun" or gimmick dance. I got this
version from Linc Gallacher. Although we keep in mind that this is
a gimmick to be used sparingly, when
we have used it, it is always with
great success. Using the Windsor
record, this gimmick version is the
same down to the "Allemande Left
Corner and allemande right the right
hand lady" part. There, it becomes an
"Allemande Left with Corner," the
dancers sort of floating way out past
the corner when they are half way
around. Retaining hand hold they do
an exaggerated western balance or
acknowledgement, at the same time
saying "Hu'h" exactly in time with
the drum pop. They then pull the
corner on past and return to partner.
With partner they do an Allemande
Right, floating way out when about
half way around, doing the same
exaggerated Western balance and saying "Hu'h" with the drum beat. They
now pull partner past and return to
corner, with another similar "allemande left" and the "Hu'h" business.
Now pull corner on past and go grand
right and left as usual.

(To be concluded next month)

BEST
FOR SQUARE DANCING
An all-new record featuring a new caller, a new band ,and a new dance.

101 - THE LAST RIDE
Flip with calls by John Garrett
Music by Bill Bailey & Mesilla Valley Hoedowners

BEST RECORD COMPANY
Mesilla Park, N. Mex.
P. 0. Box 33
12
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CUE BAG

TAKE YOUR PICK OF THESE SQUARES AND ROUNDS
EVERYWHERE YOU GO

By Gene McMullen, Houston, Texas
Record: MacGregor No. 8475 — instrumental: MacGregor No. 8485 with calls.
Opener, Break, and Closer:
Why don't you walk around that
corner girl
Then see-saw around your taw
Those gents star right one time
Turn your partner by the left
That corner box the gnat
Do-sa-do that same little Jane
Cents star left, go once around
It's once around you know
Pass this lady right on by
Swing the next and promino
Cause she will follow you, everywhere you go.
Figure:
Head two couples a right and left
thru
Why don't the side two swing
And promenade half way around
All four ladies chain across, turn 'em
left around
Face your corner, all eight chain
Docey around that corner girl
Then walk right by your own
Swing and whirl that right hand girl
Keep her boy, promenade her home
'Cause she will follow you, everywhere you go.
(Sequence: Opener, Figures twice for
head couples, Break, Figures twice
for side couples, Closer).
CHINATOWN

By Joel Pepper
Record: Sunny Hills No. 156 — instrumental/calls by Joel Pepper.
Opener, Break, and Closer:
Allemande that corner, swing your
own
XV-153

Heads square thru, go full around
Face the sides, split that couple
around one you go
Star by the right out in the middle
and to the corner go
Allemande the corner, weave that old
ring
And when you meet do a do-sa-do,
promenade
Promenade that ring, way on back to
old Mei-ping
In dreamy Chinatown.
Figure:
One and three half sashay, go forward up and back
Well box the gnat, right and left thru
on down
Dixie chain, lady go left, gents go
right you know
Around one into the middle and
do-sa-do
Star across turn your corner left hand
around
Pass one, swing the next promenade
Promenade you can't go wrong, right
on back
To old Hong Kong, in dreamy Chinatown.
(Sequence: Opener, Figures twice for
head couples, Break, Figures twice
for side couples, Closer).
BREAK

By Les Gotcher, Glendale, Calif.
Head ladies chain across the floor
Four ladies chain, grand chain four
Then promenade, go around the town
Keep on going, don't slow down
One and three will wheel around
Pass thru, California twirl
Pass thru and go on to the next
Two ladies chain, look out man
That's old corner, left allemande.
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GOLD AND SILVER WALTZ

By Bert and Julie Passerello,
Long Beach, Calif.
Record: Coral EP 81110.
Position: Open, partners facing
slightly.
Footwork: Opposite throughout.
Introduction:
Meas.
1-4 Wait
5-8 Bal Apart; Bal to Face; Bid Apart;
Bal to Butterfly;
9-12 Twirl R, -, 2; 3, -; Twirl L, -,
2; Maneuver;
In butterfly pos M's back to COH
and in canter rhythm, starting on L
ft., M does a side L, hold, close R;
side L, hold, hold; (in LOD) then
side R, hold, close L; side R, hold,
hold; (in RLOD) while he twirls the
NV R face R, L, R then L face L, R,
L under his L and her R hands,
both maneuver on last meas. to
closed pos with M's back to RLOD.
Dance
1-4 Bal Back, -, -; Bal FWD Manny
-; Bal Back, -, -; Bal FWD
Manuv, -, -;
In closed pos M facing LOD, bal
hack on L; bal fwd on R turning
1/4 R face; bal back on L twd
COH; bal fwd on R turning 1/4
right face to face RLOD.
5-8 Waltz; Waltz; Waltz; Waltz;
In closed pos starting back on M's
L ft. do 4 R face turning waltzes
in LOD to end facing LOD in
closed pos.
9-16 Repeat Meas. 1-8, ending in
closed pos M still facing LOD.
17-20 Bal Back; Bal FWD; Bal. Back;
Bal FWD (Manuv);
M bal back on L; bal fwd on R;
back on L; fwd on R, W turn to
semi-closed pos. on last ct.
-; Step, -, Close;
21-24 Walk, -, -;
Step, -, Turn;
In semi-closed pos facing LOD
walk fwd L; R; in canter rhythm
step fwd L, hold, close R to L; step
fwd L both turning (M R face, NV
L face) to face RLOD; M's L and
14

W's R hands held high and M's It
and W's L in loose forearm hold
waist high.
25-28 Walk, -, -; 2, -, -; Turn, -, -; Dip,
Step fwd in RLOD on R; fwd on
L; fwd on R turning (M L face, NV
R face) to face LOD releasing M's
L and W's R hands and sliding M's
R and NV's L into open pos, partners
staying close; step back on L in
RLOD with slight dip.
29-32 Step, Swing, -; Step, Swing, -;
Step, -, Close; Step, -, -;
Still in open pos step. fwd on R.
swing L ft. fwd, hold; step fwd on
L, swing R ft. fwd, hold; releasing
hands canter fwd with short steps.
step fwd R, hold, close L to R; step
fwd R, hold, hold; NV takes slightly
longer step on fwd canter into N'ars
pos, both facing LOD.
33-36 Side, -, Close; Side, Swing, -;
Roll Across, -, 2; Step, Tch, -;
Sliding out from Vars pos to open
pos taking short steps in canter
rhythm, step to side on L, hold,
close R to L; step to side on L,
swing R ft. across L, hold; inside
hands still joined, change sides with
W rolling across in front of M L
face one full turn stepping L, hold,
R; L, tch R to L, hold; while M
rolls 1/4 R face stepping R, hold,
L; then step back in LOD on R.
tch L to R, hold into a R hand star
pos; M is now on the outside of the
circle facing RLOD with W on inside facing LOD.
37-40 Step, Tch, -; Step, Tch, -; Twirl,
2, 3; Step, Tch,-;
Traveling CW in R hand star pos
M steps L, tch R, hold; step R, tch
L, hold; step L, tch R, hold; step R,
tch L, hold; making 1/2 CW turn
to end facing LOD while NV steps
R, tch L, hold; step L, tch R, hold;
then M twirls W 1-1/2 R face under
his L and her R hands, she steps
R, L, R,; L, tch R, hold; into Vars
pos (W may do a spin twirl on her
R ft. here instead of stepping R,
L, R).
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Meas.
41-48 Repeat Meas. 33-40, on Meas.
47-48 W twirls R face only 1 full
turn to end facing partner and both
assuming closed pos, M facing
LOD.
49-52 Bal Back, -, -; Bal FWD, -, -;
Waltz L, 2, 3; Step, Tch, -;
M bal back on L in RLOD; bal fwd
on R; do 1 L face turning waltz
L, R, L, step R, tch L, hold; making
1/2 L turn to face RLOD.
53-56 Bal Back, -, -; Bal FWD, -, -;
Waltz L, 2, 3; Step, Tch, -;
M bal back on L in LOD; bal fwd
on R; do 1 L face turning waltz, L,
R, L; step R, tch L, hold; making
1/2 L turn to face LOD.
57-60 Repeat Meas. 49-52.
61-64 Repeat Meas. 53-56 except on
Meas. 55 the M makes only 1/4 L
turn to end in butterfly pos with his
back to COH, on Meas. 56 step to
side on R in RLOD, tch L to R,
hold;
65-68 Side, -, Close; Side, Pivot Bk to
Bk, -; Side, -, Close; Side, -, -;
M steps L to side in LOD, hold,
close R to L; step again on L to
side in LOD and dropping M's L,
NV's R hands, swing other hands
fwd and pivot 1/2 L face (W R
face) to back to back pos, hold; step
R to side in LOD, hold, close L to
R; step again on R to side in LOD,
hold, hold.
69-72 Side, -, Close; Side, Pivot Face
to Face, -; Side, -, Close; Side, -, -;
Changing hands to M's L and W's
R, moving in RLOD in a back to
back pos, step to side L, hold, close
R to L; step again on L to side in
RLOD, and pivoting L face (W R
face) to face partner in butterfly
pos, hold; step R to side in RLOD,
hold, close L to R; step again R to
side in RLOD, hold, hold;
73-76 Twirl R, -, 2; 3, -, -; Twirl L,
2; 2; -;
Repeat action of Meas. 9-12 of Introduction except do not maneuver.
77-80 Twirl, -, -; Twirl, -, -; Twirl, -,
-; Twirl, -, -; Step, -, -;
As M walks fwd L; R; L; R; he
XV-155

twirls W R face under his L and
her R hands progressing in LOD,
she steps R, hold, L; R, hold, L; R,
hold, L; tch R to L, hold, hold; end
with M facing LOD, W facing partner in closed pos to start dance over
again.
Dance goes through 1-1/3 times.
Repeat Meas. 1-50 then NV does 3
R face twirls, change hands and
bow.
LUCKY POLKA

By Joy Cramlet, Inglewood, Calif.
Record: SIO 3110.
Position: Open, Facing LOD.
Footwork: Opposite throughout.
Introduction:
Meas.
1-2 Wait: Step Apart, Touch; Step Together, Touch;
Dance:
1-4 °Heel, Toe; FWD Two-Step;
FWD Two-Step; Bk Up Two-Step;
Place L heel fwd, touch L toe beside R instep; Two FWD Twosteps: One Two-step backing up.
5-8 °Heel, Toe; FWD Two-Step;
FWD Two-Step; Bk Up Two-Step;
Starting R ft. repeat action of meas.
1-4.
9-12 FWD Two-Step; FWD TwoStep; Turn Two-Step; Turn TwoStep;
Still in Open Pos. two fwd twosteps (turning slightly away and together) to end in Closed Pos. Man
facing wall; two turning two-steps:
(end Open Pos. facing LOD).
13-16 FWD Two-Step; FWD TwoStep; Turn Two-Step; Turn TwoStep;
Repeat action of meas. 9-12 end
Loose Closed Pos. M facing wall.
17-20 FWD Two-Step; BWD TwoStep; Cross, -, Point, -; Cross, -;
Touch, -;
Two-step fwd twd wall; Two-step
bwd twd COH; (or out and in) cross
L over R, hold, point R, (to side)
hold; cross R over L, hold, touch L
(beside R) hold;
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21-24 FWD Two-Step; BWD TwoStep; Cross, -, Point, -; Cross, -,
Touch, -;
Repeat action of meas. 17-20.
25-28 Rollaway, 2; 3, Swing; Roll
Back, 2; 3, Touch;
Solo rollaway from partner (M turning L, & W R) L, R, L. swing R;
(This is a 3/4 roll for each end facing RLOD, swing ft. fwd); Roll
back (M R face and W L) R, L, R,
touch L. End Semi-Closed facing
LOD.
29-32 FWD Two-Step; FWD TwoStep; Twirl, 2; 3, 4;
In Semi-Closed Pos, two fwd two
steps; Retain M's L and W's R hand
as M walks fwd 4 steps, L, R, L, R,
as W twirls once in 4 slow steps.
Ending: FWD Two-Step; FWD TwoStep; Turn Away, 2; 3, Chug;
In Semi-Closed Pos, two fwd twosteps: Solo turn away, (M L and W
R) L, R, L, end facing chug.
°Meas. 1 and 5: For a little different foot movement use a toe and

heel touching L toe to B instep
(turning L heel out); Touch L heel
to R instep (turning L toe out)
opposite foot for Meas. 5.
FAD

By George Elliot, Van Nuys, Calif.
Head two gents corner girl
Up to the center back to the world
Box the gnat across from you
Come on back a right and left thru
Turn 'em on around star by the right
A right hand star go once around
Two men roll back pass that lady
Right and left grand when you meet
your baby . . .
BREAK

By Les Gotcher, Glendale, Calif.
Side ladies chain that's what you do
One and three a right and left thru
Sides to the right, right and left thru
Turn on around, two ladies chain
That's your corner, left allemande.

Square Dance Dresses
Mother and Daughter Dresses
"Squaw" Dresses
Fiesta Dresses
Peasant Dresses
Peasant Blouses
Peasant Skirts
Sample selection on approval or consignment.
Price list, color swatches, photos sent on request.
Manufactured by

1460 WASHINGTON AVE.
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
TEL. JE 8-8794
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OUT OF THE MAILBAG
Dear Editor:
The November issue of American
Squares magazine contains the best
articles to be sure. I want to compliment and thank you for the following:
"Cracker Barrel Session"
"The One Night Stand"
"Fall and Winter Community
Meetings"
"Imitation"
Claude C. Parkinson
Richmond, Virginia
Dear Arvid:
Let me congratulate you on the
article in American Squares by E. H.
Regnier, of Urbana, Ill. His philosophy and presentation is about the
most sensible and sound of any I have
read. Too many of our square dance
publications carry articles which are
of interest only to the experienced
dancers.
Most of the work that I have done
in conducting recreation and square
dance programs involves groups of
people who know nothing about
square dancing, up to the experts.
Forty years of experience in calling
dances, teaching, and conducting recreation programs, leads me to the
conclusion that it is impossible to
have a successful four couple set
dance with a group of people of varied experience unless you take a lot
of time to teach them.
A lot more of our recreational directors should be using the Appalachian
Circle square dance in their recreational programs. The Appalachian
Circle style of square dance is prevalent in this area and can be successfully used with a mixed crowd such
as Mr. Regnier describes.
D. B. Hendrix
Sevierville, Tennessee
XV-157

SQUAW DRESSES
Moderately priced, yet with the
Enchanting Elegance as captured
in each creation by

BILL BETTINA
2110 N. W. Miami Court, Miami, Fla.
Your copy of our "Portable Showroom"
sent FREE upon request.

DANCE FUN FOR FEBRUARY
A ROUND
S.I.O. X 3111 Maybe and Nobody's Sweetheart
Now
A SINGING CALL WITH LEE HELSEL
S.I.O. X 116 Baby Won't You Please Come Home
and Star Box
(Patter Call)
S.I.O. X 1117 I Get the Blues When It Rains
(Potter Call)
and Byyit
INSTRUMENTAL
S.1.0. X 2121 Baby Won't You Pleas. Como Horne
and I Get the Blues When It Rains

WESTERN JUBILEE
562

BAMBINA MINE
Caller: Mike Michele
Music: Four Notes
Available on 45 and 78 rpm

For complete listing send 4c to:

WESTERN JUBILEE
RECORD CO.
708 East Weldon
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

All Square and Round Dance Records
Now $1.45
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NEWS

FROM HERE
AND THERE

INDIANA KNOTHEAD
JAMBOREE

NEW ENGLAND FOLK
FESTIVAL

The 2nd Annual Knothead Jamboree will be held on Sunday, March
27, at the Hayloft in Indianapolis.
Dancing will be from 2 to 5 p.m. and
7 to 10 p.m. with Jack Livingston as
the M.C. All square dancers are invited to dance to many Indiana
callers.

Exter, N. H., is the location for this
year's New England Folk Festival to
be held March 25-27. Lativian, Estonian, Scottish, Lithuanian, Polish, and
Swedish dance groups will be featured along with square and contra
dancers. Food and arts and crafts are
also an important part of this event.

SPANISH CLUB ELECTS

Newly elected officers of the Flexible Folk and Square Dancers at "La
Cita" Service Club, Torrejan Air Base,
Spain, are: Pres. — Chuck George,
Vice-Pres. — Bill Taylor, and Sect.Treas. — Doris Harro. This club
actively promotes American square
dancing in Spain.

Pocket Rubber Stamp

$1.00

$2.50

.

Your own name or initials beautifully
printed in bright gold on 50 high-gloss
bright-white match books. An ideal gift.
Indicate name or initials.
$2.50
Specify BOOK MATCHES .

. . . looks like printing. Small and
compact. Handy single unit case contains continuous self-inking device. Use
to identify your personal belongings.
Needed in every home and office. Three
lines only.

Economy
Stationery

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, is
the site of the 9th Spring Jamboree of
the Folk Federation of Manitoba
which will be held on March 18 and
19. Don Armstrong will call for this
event.

Book Matches

With your name and address. Large type
gives an easy-to-read, clear impression

Specify RUBBER STAMP

MANITOBA SPRING JAMBOREE

$1.60

1000 Name and Address labels
Your name and address beautifully
printed in blue ink on finest quality
gummed paper. In handy pad form.
Perfect time savers. Size 13,
8" x 1/2".
Packed in handsome re-usable plastic
case. Use on letters, envelopes, postcards, records, checks. Three lines only.

$1.00

Here's an unusual value! 50 streets and
25 envelopes with your name and address. Printing in blue ink on bright
white paper. Order for yourself ... and
for gifts. Name and address only.

$1.00

Specify 1000 ADDRESS LAMS $1.00

Specify ECONOMY STATIONERY . $1.00

Send t.e'r our Free folder of Personalized items....

ALBERT B. ODEN, Psemee-of
DEVILS
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JOIN LES GOTCHER IN 1960
Maybe You Would
Like to Go to
Hawaii

How about a 3-day
Weekend — July
2-3-4

There will be seven
big weeks of
Instituting at the
Crescent Hotel in
Eureka Springs,
Arkansas in 1960

There will be one
big week of
Instituting at Big
Win Inn way up
in Canada in 1960

There will also be

There will be
Instituting in
Florida in 1960

Instituting in
California in 1960

2 EARLY SUMMER WEEKS AT THE CRESCENT HOTEL IN

EUREKA SPRINGS, ARKANSAS

First week will be May 29 to June 4 — Then we head for the National
in Des Moines, Iowa, for the 9th, 10th, and 11th of June.
Right after the National we do another big week at the Crescent Hotel
in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. That week will be from June 12th to the 18th.
July 2-3-4 — Sat., Sun., and Mon.
THREE BIG DAYS AT THE COMMANDE PERRY HOTEL IN
TOLEDO, OHIO

Room for 200 couples — First come, first served — Better check on this
one — It's going to be a big one — Stay at the hotel, eat at the hotel,
dance in the beautiful ballroom at the hotel.
YEARLY TRIP TO HAWAII — AUG. 8th to 15th

This will be our 4th trip to Hawaii — Limited to 30 couples — Your
flight both ways — 8 days at the wonderful Hawaiian Village Hotel Plus Institute — Side trips, etc. All for the lout price of $289.50 — Tax
included.
5 BIG WEEKS AT THE CRESCENT HOTEL IN EUREKA SPRINGS, ARK.

Beginning on Aug. 28th and going thru to Oct. 1st.
For further information — or for colorful brochure — FREE — Write to
LES GOTCHER
137 So. Orange, Glendale 4, California

ReolOWS gOtithaf

7F.12

MODEL VP12

1

PORTABLE
RECORD

111iii

4IF

•

en
*Bog

PLATER

MODELS VP17X
AND VPI7

$89.50
WOLLENSAK

VP17
VP17X

No. 636
Special
Price
$42.63

- $131.00
- $145.00

MODEL
"T-1600"
/61"t_

VersaHie!
Can be used
IN THE HAND
ON A STAND
OR SUSPENDED
OVER HEAD!

If you are a Professional Caller — please write for your
CONFIDENTIAL professional Discount Price.
Prices include tax, F.O.B., Newark
Ask for Ten Day Trial • Terms

1

special
price $144.50

TAPE RECORDER

DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad Street Newark 2, New Jersey

YOU FIGURE THIS ONE OUT
By Pat Pending
Get your glad rags off the hangers
A "NAME" will call tonite
We took our store of lessons
So we can dance 'em right.

The lessons teacher taught us
Were of good fellowship
That folks were real forgiving
If some laddie made a slip.
But we're tagged as amateurish
On the floor we stand alone
No couples deign to join us
Icy cold the general tone.

You wear your cowboy sneakers
I'll wear my twelve yard skirt
My pantaloons with ribbons
And you, your new red shirt.

We head for home deluded
What was the wrong we did
To cause such dire commotion
And make genteels flip their lid.

We sure cut quite a figure
Our neighbors give attention
It's stylish for to square dance
Soon comes the big convention.
The music starts 'Square up your sets'
The caller starts up, too
Some joker louses up the square
Friend hubby was it you?

But on to the convention
Alas, the sisters and the brothers
Don't count because each caller
Up levels all the others.
Now home — let's inventory
This pastime that's called fun
Is it really recreation
When all is said and done?

Three friendly boys glare down their
nose
Three ladies simply sneer
'Cause we fluffed up a Daisy Chain
Such boo boos don't go here.

Are the callers pleasant people
Intent to make things mellow
Or gunning at a bull's eye
To out-do the other fellow.

Our new diplomas tell the world
High level is our pride
But we didn't get one lesson
On how to treat a snide.

If this dancing stuff is always
Futile labor for to play
Leave us drop the whole darned
business
And go back to lawn croquet.

Smart - Gray - Diestiricti-vre

Squaw Dresses
beautifully designed in Cotton Georgette and

By the Yard ...

Cotton Georgette . . .

the finest
quality in more than 20 beautiful colors.
Zuni Cloth . . . no-iron semi-sheer,
durable.
Braids . . . ornamental and with
Gold, Silver or Conner, keyed to
Georgette, and Zuni colors.

t.ts; r
14444--.
1
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Zuni

Regular. Large
and Junior Sizes
Send 25c tor COMPLICIT
folder with illustrations.
dress and yardage samples.

FREE on request: Yardage
samples only of Georgette.
Zuni and Braids.

Dept. A
1405 Jeftell Awe. Topeka, Kam.
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BOOK REVIEW

OLD TIMER
8146

Candy Store Ladie
Flip with Bill Castner Calling
Music by the Four Square
Available on 45 and 78 rpm
Now $1.45 each

Send 4c stamp for complete listing

OLD TIMER
RECORD CO.

Teachers' Dance Handbook Number One — Kindergarten to Sixth Year,
by Olga Kulbitsky and Frank L. Kaltman, Bluebird Publishing Co., Newark, N. J., 1959, $6.50.
Reviewed by Hugh Thurston, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia.
The main part of this book contains
descriptions of about 130 dances and
musical games for children. Anyone
who knows the dance descriptions by
Olga Kulbitsky on the envelopes of
Folkraft records will be prepared for
the careful, consistent, and clear written descriptions.

708 East Weldon
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

LONGHORN
RECORDS
Box 271
KILGORE, TEXAS

The New Year Brings a new
sound on Longhorn Records

"The Lone Star
Ramblers Band"
They are the pride of East Texas and
you will know why when you try these
two new singing calls by:
RED WARRICK with
Instrumental by LONE STAR RAMBLERS
129 — MONA LISA

flip Instrumental
130 — MACK THE KNIFE
flip Instrumental
We also hope you will enjoy our after
party record, just for listening.
500 — OLD BUSTER / LET'S
HAVE AN AFTER PARTY
22

The dances are mostly American a very good thing in view of the too
common tendency over here to dance
snippets of European dances under
the name of "folk dancing" — a n d
they have been very well chosen.
The English dances, too, have been
well chosen and on the whole well
described, though the authors should
have made it clear that their Maypole
Dance (which is of the Nineteenth
Century type imported from Italy by
Ruskin and popular in schools) is not
the same kind of thing at all as the
Merry England type mentioned in the
notes; and that Sellenger's Round and
Black Nag are Seventeenth Century
historical dances, not living traditional
dances like the others in the book.
The other European countries have
not been so lucky. The descriptions
are clear, but not always correct. For
example, the Highland Schottische
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has been Americanized into a mixer,
and the Bleking has been described
with un-Swedish cocked-up toes and
elbow movements. (I think the authors
had their minds on La Raspa when
they wrote this description.) T h e
dances have not always been well
chosen. From Scotland we are given
two couple dances, one of which The Roberts — is rarely or never danced there. In any case, couple dances
are certainly not typical of Scotland.

MERRBACH has the latest
BLUE STAR
1539 — FOOL1N', Caller, Marshall Flippo,
Flip instrumental.
1540 — WE MIGHT AS WELL FORGET IT,
Caller, Andy Andrus, Flip instrumental.
On 45 and 78 rpm speeds.

BOGAN
1111 — MARIE, Caller. Nathan Hale, Flip instrumental.
1112 — POCKET FULL OF DREAMS, Caller,
Nathan Hale, Flip instrumental.
On 45 and 78 rpm speeds.

SWINGING SQUARE

The rest of the book amounts to
practically a treatise on how to perform, to explain, and to teach dances
of this sort. It is really excellently
done, although those who read music
will realize that the authors have confused rhythm with meter in the musical sections (which apart from this are
clear and useful). Ballet positions are
described, but few readers will be
foolish enough to try to use them in
the dances.
The collected descriptions of steps
and dance holds, the latter extremely
well illustrated, are particularly useful. No one could fail to benefit from
the "studies" after the description of
each step. Much thought and experience has evidently gone into the
teaching hints.
To sum up: except for such minor
points as are criticized above, the
book presents a comprehensive, consistent, well-planned integrated course
of folk-style dances for children, with
very many remarks, hints, and techniques which will be useful for teachers
of any age group.
Let us look forward to Handbook
Number Two.
XV-163

2308 — WHEN PAYDAY ROLLS AROUND,
Caller, Les DeWitt, Flip instrumental, 45
rpm speed only.

BENZ
1204 — TENNESSEE DEW STEP; Caller, Ben
Baldwin, Jr., Flip instrumental, 78 rpm
speed only.
We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH
RECORD SERVICE
Houston, Texas

323 West 14th St.

GRENN
"Deep Groove Records"
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI
WALTZ
by Art Carty and Barbara Shipps
of Detroit and Midland, Mich.

WHO
by Myrtle and Harold Eicher of Sarasota, Fla.

Grenn 14006
•

•

•

PIANO ROLL WALTZ
by Agnes and Glenn Young of Wenatchee, Wash.

ALABAMA JUBILEE MIXER
by Ella and Dick Ritinsberg of Detroit. Mich.

Grenn 14007

GRENN, INC.
Box 16
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MacGregor Records, 78 or 45 rpm

Price $1.45

No. 849. Cumberland Gap/Cotton Eyed Joe
No. 850. Bill Cheatum/Green River Rag
Square Dance instrumentals featuring Joe Maphis
These traditional tunes are adequately played but lack the phrasing and
accents which the modern caller seems to prefer.
Windsor Records, 45 rpm only

Price $1.45

No. 4479. Fine and Dandy/Cruisin' Down the River
Square Dance with Calls by Bruce Johnson
A pair of modern singing calls of strictly glossary movements done about
as well as anyone could do them.
No. 4179. Instrumental of No. 4479
Standard Windsor production numbers.
Blue Star Records, 78 or 45 rpm

Price $1.45

No. 1539. Foolin'/Instrumental
Square Dance with Calls by Marshall Flippo
Another item with a well performed glossary call which has absolutely nothing to distinguish it from dozens of other singing calls which are flooding the
market. The instrumental is good.
No. 1540. We Might as Well Forget It/Instrumental
Square Dance with Calls by Andy Andrus
This one is distinguished by the southern drawl of the caller. The instrumental is quite adequate but your reviewer can not understand the tremendous preference for this type of song. Each month brings a new flood of them,
while the dances offered only rehash that which went before.
Keeno Records, 45 rpm only

Price $1.45

No. 2122. Square Dance Party/Margie
Square Dance with Calls by Harold Bausch
More of the same. Medium level calls with no new figures.
No. 2120. Instrumental of No. 2122
The orchestra on this label has improved tremendously.
This is well played and has excellent tone.
24
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SIO Records, 45 rpm only

Price $1.45

No. 1114. I Miss My Swiss/First Fling
No. 1115. Alabama Bound/Half A Chance
Square Dances with Calls by Bob Page
Each of these records has a singing call on one side and a patter call on the
reverse. We liked the patter calls very much. They are called well and
rhythmically; approximately medium level club dances. The singing calls
are simple.
No. 2119. Whirly Bird (130)/Steve Green (130)
No. 2120. I Miss My Swiss/Alabama Bound
Square Dance Instrumentals
These instrumentals are better than average. The new standard of quality
on this label is as good as the best — better than most.
Grenn Records, 45 rpm only

Price $1.45

No. 12013. Mack is Back/Rudolph the Red Nosed
Square Dance with Calls by Earl Johnston
Thousands of his fans have been waiting for Earl's first record. His calls are
very distinctive in their clarity and simple direction. If you listen carefully,
you should have no trouble as Earl has gone to great lengths to make himself clearly understood.
No. 12014. Instrumental of No. 12013
This is the first recording of these tunes to reach the square dance market
and they are superb. There will probably be 6 more "Mack the Knife" recordings available within the next 60 days, but this is the first.
No. 14005. Gingerbread/Holiday Waltz
Round Dances
Beautifully played instrumentals. It is not this reviewer's intention to comment on the dances. The dancers themselves will determine their popularity.
The rhythmic values and the instrumental quality of these recordings are
of the highest.
Dash Records, 45 rpm only

Price $1.45

No. 2519. Silver Dew/Instrumental
Square Dance with Calls by Bob Johnston
The call on this record suffers by its unusually bad timing. At one point
exactly 2 counts are allowed for a right and left through. The caller concentrated on fitting the words to the tune rather than the call to the dance.
The instrumental, on the other hand, is very well done. If you need this
song, write your own dance for it.
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Feb. 12-13: Houston, Texas. 8th
Annual Round Dance Festival. Rice
Hotel.
Feb. 13: Campbell, Calif. Council
Meeting. Farnham School.
Feb. 14: Oceanside, Calif. Palomar
Assn. Jamboree. Community Cen.
ter.
Mar. 11-12: Mobile, Ala. Azalea Trail
Festival.
Mar. 12: Durham, N. C. Tar Heel
Square-Up. Armory.
Mar. 13: Fullerton, Calif. Western
Assn. Festival. Sunny Hills Barn.
Mar. 18-19: Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada. Folk Federation Spring
Jamboree.
March 19: Syracuse, N. Y. Folk Festival. Nottingham High.
Mar. 24-26: Washington, D. C. 1st
Annual Spring Festival. Sheraton
Park Hotel.
Mar. 25-27: Exeter, N. H. New England Folk Festival.
Mar. 27: Indianapolis, Ind. Indiana
Knothead Jamboree. Hayloft.
April 2-3: Phoenix, Ariz. Valley of the
Sun Festival.
April 7-10: Berea, Ky. Mountain Folk
Festival. Berea College.
April 8-10: Los Angeles, Calif. California State Square Dance Convention.
LOOK! . . . CALLERS — DANCERS
BADGES that "SAY HELLO"
Any color, shape, style or design, can copy any
badge, motif. Send sketch for free club sample.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Prices: Name — 60c, Name and City — 65c,
Name, Club and City — 70c.
Sound equipment — Califones, Newcombe, Mikes,
Tapes, Monitors, Var. Speed Motors in stock.
Square Craft authentic handmade jewelry
for men and women.
Write for our list of Goofy and Fun Badges

PLASTIC ENGRAVERS — 2
BOB ROTTMANN — BEverly 3-5527
11041 So. Tolman Ave.
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April 18-27: Philadelphia, Pa. Recreation World's Fair. Convention Hall.
April 18-24: Los Angeles, Calif. Recreation World's Fair. Sports Arena.
April 29: Winchester, Va. Apple Blossom Jamboree. James Wood High
School.
April 29-30: Las Vegas, Nev. Square
Dance Festival. Convention Center.
April 30: Louisville, Ky. Kentuckiana
2nd Annual Spring Festival. Fairgrounds Coliseum.
April 30-May 8: Fontana Dam, N. C.
14th Fontana Swap Shop.
May 9-13: Monticello, Ill. Leisurecraft
and Counseling Camp. 4-H Memorial Camp.
May 13-15: Cleveland, Ohio. 2nd
Annual Buckeye State Square
Dance Convention. Sheraton Cleveland Hotel.
May 27-29: Fontana Dam, N. C. Fontana Fun Festival.
May 28-29: Oakland, Calif. Golden
State Roundup.
June 9-11: Des Moines, Iowa. 9th
Annual National Square Dance
Convention. Veteran's Audit.
June 11-13: Eureka Springs, Ark.
Heart of America Festival. Crescent
Hotel.
June 24-26: Tacoma, Wash. State
Festival.
WHY SEARCH? — ORDER BY MAIL
We con supply you with ALL
square and round dance
RECORDS — BOOKS — SUPPLIES
Newcombs — Califones — Mikes
Goofey Badges, etc.
All sales 100% guaranteed. No packing or
handling charges. (min. order 3 records).
We Pay Postage — Fast Service

square INui sari]
P. 0. Box 262, Moline, Illinois
Write for our new catalogs — They're FREEI

Chicago 43, Illinois
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NEW ...DIFFERENT ... DELIGHTFUL!
Here's a singin', swingin' square using the music of an old downbeat folk tune,
with a modern dance cunningly contrived by JIMMY MORRIS. It's a wonderful
change-of pace number that will please both dancers and callers. BRUCE JOHNSON, America's best-liked caller, did a jamb-up with this dance, whilst the SUNDOWNERS BAND gave him perfect backing with the greatest square dancin' music
in the land.

. . . . and on the 'tother side .. . . ANOTHER new
singing square of top-notch quality and appeal -
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Only that grand gal, RUTH STILLION, could cook up such a cute dance as this one,
and it fits perfectly with the wild and wooly music beat out by the SUNDOWNERS
BAND. "Head Man" Johnson chants this one, too, and every man in the hall will
want to sound off with his Tarzan mating call to blend in with the weird jungle
noises during the promenades. It's all for FUN!
JUST FOR
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DANCING

Winisor Rem*

#4480 - With Calls #4180 - Instrumental
Available February 10th from your favorite record dealer.

AMERICAN SQUARES
2514 - 16th Street
Moline, Illinois

SECOND CLASS MAIL

RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED
DEALERS! If you want service — try us
Complete one-stop service on all square and round dance
RECORDS — BOOKS — SUPPLIES
Russell Tap Dance Records — Goofey Badges
All sales 10000 guaranteed — Fast, efficient service
Contact us now, for catalogs, prices, and the like

He rit`► OC—AMERICAN CO.
Wholesale Only
"Distributors of Dance Records"
Moline, Illinois

P.O. Box 62

Phone Moline 2-0231

LONG PLAYING 1002
with GLEN STORY CALLING

"SATURDAY NIGHT
AT SUNNY HILLS"
We've had so many requests for an album. This is the first of a
series of albums we know you'll like. This was actually taped in
the Barn to capture the enthusiasm of the caller and dancers.

Only $3.98
* * *

SUNNY HILLS RECORDS
1600 Sunny

Crest

Fullerton, California

